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A.Understanding rural landholder 
responses to climate change – Charles 

Sturt University
Rik Thwaites, Allan Curtis, Nicole Mazur and Digby Race

1. At the property scale, what is the range of rural 
landholder beliefs and responses to climate 
variability?

2. To what extent are adaptations by private landholders 
consistent with NRM practices recommended by 
agencies?

3. How important is climate variability as a factor 
contributing to enterprise/land management 
decisions?
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B. Potential impacts of a changing 
climate on selected terrestrial 

ecosystems of Northern Victoria 

Graeme Newell,  Matthew White  and  Peter  Griffioen (DSE –
Arthur Rylah Institute)
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What am CMAs responsible for?

• Strategic planning and prioritisation of investment

• Community engagement and participation in NRM

• Monitoring and reporting on catchment condition

Climate change and climate variability

What are people thinking and doing?

- Landholders, Community groups (eg Landcare) and 
“experts”
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Semi-arid Woodland biome 

Buloke – Allocasuarina 
luehmanii
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2030

2050

2080

Future suitable combinations of soil, 
terrain and climate (as determined by the 
current distribution) simply fade away in 
their availability in future time steps.

Semi-arid Woodland biome

Buloke – Allocasuarina luehmanii
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1. Clearer understanding of the past 
distribution of key species e.g. where 
Yellow Box may have occurred pre 1750

2. General predictions of where species may 
“move” to, but…

3. Great uncertainty with predictive 
modelling

4. Identification of potential connectivity 
pathways

Summary of findings
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‘In the future, there could be 40 metre strips of Eucs for 
biomass, mixed with cropping, plus carbon offsets, may be 
enough to live from, making money to fuel Bendigo.’

‘2002 was worse than 1982, and 
2006 was not much better. But in 
1982, we got nothing. In 2002 and 
2006, at least we got something 
(crops). With direct drilling, 
stubble retention, we are smarter 
at how we farm.’
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1. Very different landholder beliefs, adaptive 
responses and adaptive capacity between 
Kamarooka and Muckleford

2. Context is critical
3. For most landholders native vegetation 

management is a secondary issue 
4. The value of research – understanding client 

and context

Summary of findings
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Implications – should we change how we 
plan and act?

Yes ……and……No

•Protect, enhance, restore – the trifecta is still a 
good bet

•Improve the spatial and temporal precision of 
actions

•Need for a greater focus on restoration of ecological 
processes via natural regeneration
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• Supporting farmer access to information and new 
technologies – eg natural regeneration

• Opportunities for participatory research 
– Ecological and social

• Trade-offs between conservation and production 
– location of connectivity zones

Implications – should we change how we 
plan and act?
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I wonder what Bill thinks of these plans?
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‘The CMA is heavily focused on salt and streams. We haven’t got either 
in this area. They chuck in huge amounts of money – if you have salt or 
streams, they pay the full costs of fencing, they throw money at you. If 
I want to fence my remnants, I can’t get anything. They come and drool 
over my remnants and tell me I need to protect them, but where is the 
support. I am frustrated.’

‘The CMA requires 30m wide plantings. We won’t be doing that. For a 
1km long planting, we don’t mind doing 15 m wide, but not 30 m, 
that is too wide. So, we end up doing less, but doing it all ourselves.’
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Our current knowledge of ecological 
systems and biodiversity are 

insufficient to anticipate exactly 
what impacts climate change have 

upon biodiversity and how we 
should best manage landscapes for 

maximal biodiversity outcomes.
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